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Quality Verification Documentation (QVD)

- Quality Verification Documentation (QVD) packages serve to authenticate materials, processes, tests, and other prescribed activities related to the procured component as required by the contract documents.

- Each procurement for permanent plant components requires a QVD package to be submitted.

- Occasionally, we receive incomplete QVD packages. To assist in limiting re-work on these packages, WTP has developed a training video providing insight into lessons learned concerning preparation, development or enhancement of the processes necessary to assure a complete QVD package.
Quality Verification Documentation (QVD)

The hour long training video presentation viewed during the Supply Chain Collaboration Event was specifically tailored to assist suppliers to locate the technical and QVD requirements within a WTP purchase order/subcontract.

The training video places special emphasis on accountability for all documents in a QVD package. Accurate and complete documentation supports improved compliance with WTP requirements and produces a thorough QVD package.

THE QVD TRAINING VIDEO WILL BE PUBLISHED AT WWW.HANFORDVITPLANT.COM BEFORE 9/18/15.

Please submit feedback to: WTPSQ@Bechtel.com
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